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a b s t r a c t

30Since peroxynitrite was identified as a pathophysiological agent it has been implicated in a great variety
31of cellular processes. Particularly, peroxynitrite mediated oxidation of cellular thiol-containing com-
32pounds such as Cys residues, is a key event which has been extensively studied. Although great advances
33have been accomplished, the reaction is not completely understood at the atomic level. Aiming to shed
34light on this subject, we present an integrated kinetic and theoretical study of the oxidation of free Cys by
35peroxynitrite. We determined pH-independent thermodynamic activation parameters, namely those cor-
36responding to the reaction between the reactive species: Cys thiolate and peroxynitrous acid. We found a
37pH-independent activation energy of 8.2 ± 0.6 kcal/mol. Simulations were performed using state of the
38art hybrid quantum–classical (QM–MM) molecular dynamics simulations. Our results are consistent with
39a SN2 mechanism, with Cys sulfenic acid and nitrite anion as products. The activation barrier is mostly
40due to the alignment of sulfur’s thiolate atom with the oxygen atoms of the peroxide, along with the con-
41comitant charge reorganization and important changes in the solvation profile. This work provides an
42atomic detailed description of the reaction mechanism and a framework to understand the environment
43effects on peroxynitrite reactivity with protein thiols.
44� 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.

45

4647 Introduction

48 Oxidation of free Cys,1 GSH or Cys residues in proteins, is a key
49 event implicated in a great variety of cellular processes such as
50 antioxidant responses, signal transduction, regulation of the activ-
51 ity of enzymes, protein channels and/or transcription factors [1–6].
52 Peroxynitrite (as the sum of peroxynitrite anion (�1) and peroxini-
53 trous acid)2 is formed in the cell by the fast reaction between super-
54 oxide anion (O2

��) and nitric oxide (�NO) radicals, with a second
55 order rate constant of about 109–1010 M�1 s�1 [7,8]. ONOOH has a
56 pKa between 6.5–6.8 [7–9], and decays producing hydroxyl (�OH)
57 and nitrogen dioxide (�NO2) radicals in �30% yields (k = 0.9 s�1, pH
58 7.4, 37 �C) [5,8]. Both ONOOH and ONOO� are strong oxidants which

59react with different cell molecular components and since the first
60proposal as a pathophysiological agent [11–14], these species have
61been implicated in a numerous biologically relevant processes asso-
62ciated with protein function modification and cellular signaling
63among others (for comprehensive reviews see Ref. [15–16]). Partic-
64ularly, the two-electron oxidation of free Cys by peroxynitrite has
65been studied from a kinetic approach [14,17,18]. The process is actu-
66ally carried out by the thiolate form of Cys (CysS�) and ONOOH
67[9,18], through the reaction:
68

CysS� þ ONOOH! RSOHþ NO�2 ð1Þ 7070

71

72The second order rate constant has been reported as 5–6 � 103 -
73M�1 s�1 (37 �C), with an activation energy of about 9.7 kcal/mol
74(pH 7.5) [14,17]. The reaction has been proved to be strongly pH-
75dependent [14].
76Although the reactivity of low molecular weight thiols and some
77protein Cys residues like human serum albumin can be related with
78thiol acidity constants, some proteins like peroxiredoxins or glycer-
79aldehydes 3-phosphate dehydrogenase show a much higher reac-
80tivity than the expected just from inspecting thiol’s pKa, [19–22]
81indicating that besides this factor, the environment surrounding
82thiol groups is critical to comprehend this phenomenon and it is
83important to get a molecular viewpoint of this reaction.
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1 Abbreviations used: Cys, L-cysteine; CysS-, cysteinate; CysSOH, cysteine sulfenic
acid; GSH, glutathione; DFT, density functional theory; QM, quantum mechanics;
MM, molecular mechanics; MD, molecular dynamics; dzvp, double zeta valence with
polarization; IRC, intrinsic reaction coordinate.

2 The IUPAC recommended names for peroxynitrite anion and peroxynitrous acid
are, oxoperoxonitrate (1-) and hydrogen oxoperoxonitrate, respectively.
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84 In order to contribute to this understanding, we present here an
85 integrated kinetic and theoretical approach of the oxidation of cys-
86 teine presented in Eq. (1). pH-independent thermodynamic activa-
87 tion parameters were determined from kinetics experiments. The
88 reaction mechanism and system properties were evaluated on the
89 basis of hybrid QM–MM MD simulations combined with an umbrella
90 sampling scheme, which allow us to achieve free energies and the
91 evolution of the electronic properties along the reaction coordinate,
92 within a realistic representation of the aqueous environment [23].
93 This work represents the first theoretical study of this important
94 reaction. Our results underline the pH dependency of the process
95 and the solvent significance, assisting in the orientation of ONOOH
96 and allowing the charge reorganization to take place. The data pre-
97 sented herein set the basis for further integrated studies on the
98 mechanism of thiol oxidation in different protein environments.

99 Materials and methods

100 Chemicals

101 L-Cysteine, diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (dtpa), 5,50-
102 dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoate) (DTNB), and sodium phosphate salts
103 were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Peroxynitrite was synthe-
104 sized from H2O2 and nitrous acid as described previously [11,14].
105 Stock solutions of peroxynitrite were treated with granular manga-
106 nese dioxide to eliminate remaining H2O2. Nitrite contamination
107 was typically < 30% of peroxynitrite concentration [24].

108 Kinetics experiments

109 All experiments were performed in 100 mM sodium phosphate
110 buffer containing 0.1 mM dtpa. Differential mixing of mono- and
111 di-basic phosphate buffers were performed in order to achieve dif-
112 ferent pHs. Ionic strength was kept constant (0.15 mM) with the
113 addition of NaCl.
114 Peroxynitrite concentration was determined at alkaline pH at
115 302 nm (e302 = 1670 M�1cm�1) and was equal to 0.1 mM in the
116 mix. Thiol content of Cys solutions was measured by Ellman’s as-
117 say (e412 = 14150 M�1cm�1) [25] and was varied between 6.0 and
118 13.0 mM in the final mix.
119 Kinetics of peroxynitrite decomposition was followed by absor-
120 bance spectroscopy (k = 302 nm) in an Applied Photophysics SX-
121 20 stopped-flow spectrofluorimeter (mixing time of 6 1.2 ms).
122 Outlets pH measurements were always done at bath temperature
123 (namely 10, 25, 37 and 50 �C). Each observed rate constant, which
124 correspond to pH-dependent first order rate constants (k1pHdep) of
125 peroxynitrite decay, was determined by fitting at least 5 data sets
126 to single exponential functions. Firstly, ONOOH auto-decay pH-
127 independent rate constants were determined for each tempera-
128 ture, fitting k1pHdep constants versus pH:
129

k1pHdep ¼ k1pHindep
10�pH

10�pKaONOOH þ 10�pH

 !
ð2Þ

131131

132 Then, pH-dependent second order rate constants (k2pHdep) for
133 the reaction between cysteine and peroxynitrite were determined,
134 following peroxynitrite decay in the presence of excess Cys under
135 different conditions of pHs and temperatures. Experimental data
136 were fitted to single exponentials, from which kobs values were
137 obtained.
138 Since in this case kobs = k1pHdep + k2pHdep x [Cys], k2pHdep were
139 determined by subtracting the corresponding auto-decay rate at
140 exactly the same pH and dividing by Cys concentration (two differ-
141 ent Cys concentrations were usually used at each pH and temper-
142 ature, with identical results). This method was preferred over rate
143 constant determinations at multiple Cys concentrations at a single

144pH for each pH and temperature, to rigorously control pH values
145when using acidic stock solutions of Cys and to avoid Cys stock oxi-
146dation during the experiment that could occur if Cys stock solu-
147tions were neutralized. For selected pHs and temperatures, both
148methodologies were used yielding the same results.
149As a result, pH-independent second order rate constants were
150calculated from the fitting of the plot of k2pHdepversus pH:
151

k2pHdep ¼ k2pHindep
10�pKaCys

10�pKaCys þ 10�pH

 !
10�pH

10�pKaONOOH þ 10�pH

 !
ð3Þ

153153

154Classical Arrhenius and Eyring’s analysis were then performed
155over the data obtained as explained above.

156Computer simulations

157Initial survey of the system
158In order to obtain information about the energy surface and the
159mechanism of the reaction under investigation, and to carry out a
160methodology evaluation, we performed several electronic struc-
161ture calculations using Gaussian 03 [26]. The structures of reactants
162(CysS� and ONOOH) and reactant complex (RC) (CysS�/ONOOH),
163products complex (PC) (CysSOH/NO�2 ) and transition state (TS)
164were optimized both in vacuo and in the presence up to 4 water
165molecules at different levels of theory: HF, PBE, B3LYP, MP2,
166employing a double-zeta plus polarization (dzvp) Gaussian basis
167set [27]. Frequency calculations were performed in all cases. Aim-
168ing to investigate if one or more water molecules could be involved
169in the reaction mechanism, we also performed IRC calculations at
170the PBE/dzvp level of theory including one and four water mole-
171cules in the QM system.
172ONOOH B3LYP calculation was used to get classical parameters
173of this moiety [28], necessaries to perform the classical MD simu-
174lations which are required to equilibrate the systems, as described
175below.

176QM–MM molecular dynamics simulations
177The actual QM–MM simulations were carried out using the code
178and parameters described in Ref. [23] (for details on the QM–MM
179scheme see Refs. [29–30]). The system consisted in the quantum
180solute (CysS� + ONOOH) embedded in a box containing 3247 clas-
181sical TIP4P water molecules. For the QM region, computations were
182performed at the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) level,
183using the PBE combination of exchange and correlation functionals,
184with a dzvp basis set for the expansion of the one-electron orbitals
185[27]. All the QM–MM MD simulations were run for at least 5 ps and
186employed the Verlet algorithm to integrate Newton’s equations
187with a time step of 0.2 fs. Initial configurations were generated
188from preliminary 100 ps classical equilibration runs in which the
189solute was treated classically as a rigid moiety, followed by a
190QM–MM MD where the solute was treated at the AM1 semi-empir-
191ical level, as implemented in Amber [31].
192To explore reaction’s free energy and mechanism, we employed
193an umbrella sampling scheme, choosing as reaction coordinate the
194difference between the O1�O2 and the S�O1 distances (see Fig. 2),
195which was sampled from �1.8 to 1.0 Å, divided in 29 simulations
196windows.
197All dynamics visualizations and molecular drawings, were per-
198formed with VMD 1.8.6.32.

199Results and discussion

200pH-independent reaction parameters

201The kinetics of the oxidation mediated by peroxynitrite of low
202molecular weight thiols like Cys and GSH [14,17] or Cys residues
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